
Internal Colonies: The Seeds of Britain's
Demise
The concept of internal colonies refers to territories within a state that are
subject to economic, political, and cultural domination by the dominant
region of the state. These internal colonies are often characterized by a
lack of autonomy, a dependence on the dominant region, and a lower
standard of living.
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Throughout history, there have been numerous examples of internal
colonies. One notable example is Wales, which was conquered by England
in the 13th century and subsequently subjected to centuries of economic
and cultural exploitation. The Welsh language and culture were
suppressed, and the Welsh economy was largely dependent on English
industries.
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Another example of an internal colony is Ireland, which was conquered by
England in the 16th century and subjected to a similar process of economic
and cultural exploitation. The Irish language and culture were suppressed,
and the Irish economy was largely dependent on English agriculture and
industry.

Scotland is another example of an internal colony. Scotland was united with
England in 1707, but the Scottish economy remained largely dependent on
English industry and agriculture. The Scottish language and culture were
also suppressed.

The existence of internal colonies has had a profound impact on the
development of Britain. The economic exploitation of these colonies has
contributed to the wealth and prosperity of England, while the political and
cultural suppression of these colonies has led to social unrest and conflict.

The economic exploitation of internal colonies has taken many forms. In
Wales, for example, the English government imposed a series of taxes and
tariffs that discriminated against Welsh industries. The Welsh were also
denied access to many of the same economic opportunities as the English.

In Ireland, the English government confiscated land from Irish Catholics
and gave it to English Protestants. The Irish were also denied access to
education and employment opportunities.

In Scotland, the English government imposed a series of laws that
discriminated against Scottish industries. The Scottish were also denied
access to many of the same economic opportunities as the English.



The political suppression of internal colonies has also taken many forms. In
Wales, for example, the English government abolished the Welsh
parliament and imposed English laws on the Welsh people.

In Ireland, the English government suppressed the Irish language and
culture. The Irish were also denied the right to vote or hold public office.

In Scotland, the English government suppressed the Scottish parliament
and imposed English laws on the Scottish people. The Scottish were also
denied the right to vote or hold public office.

The cultural suppression of internal colonies has also taken many forms. In
Wales, for example, the English government banned the use of the Welsh
language in schools and public life.

In Ireland, the English government suppressed the Irish language and
culture. The Irish were also denied the right to practice their own religion.

In Scotland, the English government suppressed the Scottish language and
culture. The Scottish were also denied the right to practice their own
religion.

The existence of internal colonies has had a profound impact on the
development of Britain. The economic exploitation of these colonies has
contributed to the
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